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Ibps guide practice quiz

Quantitative fitness is an important section for banking exams such as IBPS, SBI, IBPS RRB, SEBI and other exams. In this space, we will be providing you with everything you need to know to do this section. This will be beneficial for you if you are showing up for any of these exams. If you are preparing for the contracting exams of the banking and insurance sector, then it is imperative that you have to
prepare quantitative aptitude or numerical capacity, since you will have to face this section in both the preliminary and main examination of each banking contract. Most students feel that the Quantitative Aptitude section is the toughest of the exam because it takes so long compared to other sections. Without proper practice, you can not ace the exam. We offer you the daily quantitative aptitude
questionnaires that will prepare you for the next exams. Through practice, you can increase your speed and accuracy as well. We are with you at every step of your preparation. Daily solve these questionnaires to obtain confidence about the exam. If you are preparing for the contracting exams of the banking and insurance sector, then it is a must that you prepare quantitative aptitude or numerical capacity,
as you will have to face this section in both the preliminary and main examination of each banking contract - IBPS PO, IBPS Clerk, SBI PO, SBI Clerk, RBI Assistant, RBI Grade B, IBPS RRB Recruitments, NABARD Etc. Topics to be discussed in interpretation and analysis of quantitative aptitude data – This includes different types of data interpretations such as di tabular, line graph, bar chart, pie chart,
radar or spider web DI, caselet and other interpretations of various data. Number Series- Series of incorrect numbers, missing series of numbers Quadratic equations or inequalities - This also includes quantity 1, Quantity 2 questions based. Simplification and approximation - These questions test a candidate's speed calculation. Arithmetic word problems – This includes formula-based word problems and
calculations on various arithmetic topics such as profit and loss, time, speed and distance, work and time, age problem, average, percentage, problem on trains, mensuration, probability, permutation and combination, etc. Data sufficiency - Covers several arithmetic topics and usually a question is followed by two or three statements and candidates must determine whether any of these statements
individually or jointly are required to meet the criteria given in the matter or not. Tips for preparing quantitative fitness Follow these guidelines to prepare quantitative fitness for bank exams and other competitive exams: Improve calculation speed by doing calculations manually, learning tables up to 30, square roots and cube roots. Practise thoroughly and learn all the important formulas to solve arithmetic
word problems. Learn BODMAS and basic mathematical tips for calculation. Read the instructions on each question very carefully. It is important to practice with a time how time management is a must for competitive exams. Practice with questions based on the latest bankersadda.com also consult the works of previous years to get an idea about the level and types of questions on trend. Quantitative
Aptitude Themes Simplifying Number Simplification Percentage Data Interpretation Data Interpretation and Data Analysis, Generic Series, Arithmetic Word Problems, Data Sufficiency are some of the important topics in the quantitative aptitude section. Strategy your preparation with us without proper guidance. It's hard to prepare for this section. Work intelligently choose the topics from which the question
is asked to the fullest and prepare accordingly. Practice with the latest pattern based on questions about bankersadda.com and consult questions from the previous year, with the help of questions from the previous year you can get an idea of the questions asked in the exam. Don't try to ask top level questions until and unless you are completely aware of the basics of this topic how doing so will only
diminish your confidence and you will end up gaining nothing. Start from the basics. Solve simple and easy questions and once you feel comfortable in resolving them you move gradually to a higher level. This way you will better understand the concept. Practice as much as you can quantitative ability is a section that requires you to practice a lot because you have a lot of formulas and you can't learn them
all until you've applied them in some questions. So be sure to solve at least 30-40 questions related to a formula for a better understanding of it. Solving simulation tests and work from the previous year, no matter what exam you are preparing for it is a unique solution for all your problems and can help you score a very good score. Do a simulation test with full efficiency and then analyze it correctly.
Analyzing the simulation test is even more important than doing a simulation test. There is no use if you are taking 5 teasing in a day, but you are not analyzing a single one properly because you are not learning out of it and therefore you are not improving. Question number system and aptitude answer how much Q1. The L.C.M of two numbers is 3 times greater and the difference between the smallest
number and H.C.F. of two numbers is 12. Then the smallest number is discovered. (a)12 (b)17 (c)15 (d)18 (e)124 S1. Ans(d) Sun. Let two numbers be x and y(x&gt;y) The .C.M of both numbers = 3x l.c.m ×h.c.f=x×y 3x×h.c.f=x×y ysmallest nombre=3 ×h.c.f ATQ, y-h.c.f=12 3 ×h.c.f-h.c.f=12 H.C.F=6 sound, smaller number i= H.C.F +12 =6+12 =18 =18 =18 =18
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